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EIXAMPLE
Eixample is a neighborhood of
Barcelona, Spainis popular know as
"Gayxample" 

The Eixample district is home to
numerous LGBTQ+ bars, clubs, shops,
and cafes, creating a lively and
accepting atmosphere for both locals
and visitors. 

Barcelona's Gayxample is not just a
physical location; it represents a
community that has come together to
create a safe and celebratory space for
LGBTQ+ individuals. The district's
inclusive vibe extends beyond the
LGBTQ+ community, fostering an
environment where diversity is
embraced and celebrated by all.



RESTAURANTS

Welcome to the vibrant heart of the gay neighborhood.
Casa Jaime offers amazing local cuisine, La Roel is

perfect for brunch and lunch, and Nikkei 103 in the Axel
Hotel presents a tantalizing Peruvian fusion. Each spot

adds a unique flavor to the vibrant community.

CASA JAIME
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NIKKEI 103LA ROEL BRUNCH & CLUB

https://www.patroc.com/gay/barcelona/d/nikkei103.html
https://www.laroelbrunch.es/en/la-roel-english/


BARS

BELIEVE BOXER CAFE BAR CANDY DARLING

LA SASTRERÍA PRISCILLA SKY BAR @ AXEL HOTEL

Barcelona's gay scene boasts incredible options to
kickstart your night. Believe dazzles with its super drag
shows, Boxer offers an edgy underground vibe, and
Candy Darling is the epitome of unapologetic
queerness. Each venue promises a unique and vibrant
start to an unforgettable evening in the heart of
Barcelona's LGBTQ+ community.

https://www.patroc.com/gay/barcelona/d/boxer-cafe-bar.html
https://www.patroc.com/gay/barcelona/d/boxer-cafe-bar.html
https://www.patroc.com/gay/barcelona/d/la-sastreria-cafe-bar.html
https://www.patroc.com/gay/barcelona/d/la-sastreria-cafe-bar.html
https://www.patroc.com/gay/barcelona/d/la-sastreria-cafe-bar.html


SHOPS

ES COLLECTION / ADDICTED ODD KIOSK

In Barcelona's Gayxample district, ES
Collection/ Addicted stand as fashion
havens, offering stylish clothes, underwear,
swimsuits, and fetish attire. Meanwhile, Odd
Kiosk, the world's first LGBTQ+ kiosk,
redefines the newsstand experience,
presenting a curated selection of
groundbreaking magazines that celebrate
the community's diversity and culture. 

https://www.patroc.com/guiagay/barcelona/d/escollection-addicted.html
https://www.patroc.com/guiagay/barcelona/d/escollection-addicted.html


PARTY`S

YASS! (SAFARI) BANANAS (SAFARI)

CHURROS CON CHOCOLATE (APOLO)

From Churros con Chocolate with
the best pop and spanish music.
Yass on Saturdays with the best
hits, Bananas on Fridays. It's a
delightful blend of flavors and
beats, making each weekend a
memorable experience.



TREND ALERT

Imperial Meeting Point Social Club, Barcelona's premier men's-only nightclub
with occasional admission for women, is a bastion of luxury and excitement.
This exclusive venue offers a sophisticated atmosphere, captivating shows,
and themed parties that transport guests to different worlds each night. 
Imperial Meeting Point is the epitome of Barcelona's nightlife, where elegance
meets entertainment, creating unforgettable moments for its discerning
members.

IMPERIAL MEETING
POINT SOCIAL CLUB




